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Sister Barbara wearing gifts with Dr. and Mrs. Fumiko Balcomb Thursday February 4, 2021 

 
Dearest Brothers and Sisters, 
 
How are you? 
 
It has been just over two weeks since you last heard from us and I am sure some of you if not all have 
been wondering how things have been going with Sister Barbara and with all of the combined efforts 
made on her behalf. Well please sit back with a nice cup of tea and allow us to hopefully inspire you with 
this update. 
 
After the event, a report was sent to True Mother and she, just like all of us was deeply moved, whereby 
she expressed her heart and appreciation to our elder sister Barbara in the form of a gift and card to her. 
Barbara was so happy and she radiated a heart of gratitude as she expressed her thanks to True Mother. 
For those of you mostly outside of Europe, who have not yet seen the presentation of gifts, please find 
some photos and a video below in the attachments. 
 
Now, to the burning question that some of you might be waiting to hear the answer to and that is 



 

 

concerning how much was offered? I can gratefully tell you that with your heartfelt contributions we 
reached € 11.000, Thank you so much for helping to carry our elder pioneer this much further. Together 
with Franklin, her church leader, we will be working to sort out the ancestral records and so forth. 
Barbara keeps asking us to express her heart of gratitude and appreciation to all of you her brothers and 
sisters. 
 

Sister Barbara holding gifts with Dr. and Mrs. Fumiko Balcomb Thursday 4th February 4, 2021 

 
There is a small request and that is if you have any questions, comments or suggestions about the 
donations or progress of her ancestral liberations, autobiography and so, could you please direct them to 
Lorna, myself or Bryan. Sister Barbara is fully updated now and she knows that on her behalf we will be 
sorting these things out for her with the mind and heart to save her the hassle and headache of the whole 
process. Thank you for your understanding of this. 
 
Lastly, I want to say thanks to the brothers and sisters in the nations of the USA, The Netherlands and 
Switzerland who made special contributions, but I had forgotten to mention that in the last video report. 
 
A huge thank you to all of you once again and many greetings to you and your family. 
 
Donna on behalf of Lorna and Bryan 


